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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to configure the Edit Metadata module so that the
structure of the datasets match. Which configuration options
should you select? To answer, select the appropriate options in
the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You manage a Microsoft SQL Server instance with data collection

configured. You create a Management Data Warehouse instance in
a different instance.
Currently all the System Data collection sets are stopped.
You need to configure the System Data collection sets to
perform historical and trend analyses by using System Data
collection reports.
Which System Data collection sets should you use? To answer,
drag the appropriate System Data collection sets to the correct
targets. Each System Data collection set may be used once, more
than once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view content NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3

Answer:
Explanation:
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